Vemcount

for Retail Stores

vemcoun

People Counting Analytics
for better decisions

Vemcount interprets multiple data sets and converts them into data analytics.
You become wiser about business strategies and your customers – who they
are and how they behave.

Without insight into customer behavior,
your retail sales conversion and marketing
tactics are all but useless. You need to
understand your customers’ motivations,
preferences, and desires to meet their
demands and increase sales e ectively.
Consider that there is only a 20 to 30%
chance that the average customer will
purchase in your store. With the odds
already stacked against you, you need to

do everything you can to understand a
customer’s behavior to increase the
purchase probability. Short of asking your
customers directly about their behavior
(which is invasive, rude, and not
recommended!), what tactics can you use
to understand who they are and what they
want?
The answer is simple: Vemcount Retail
Analytics.
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The benefits of Vemcount
for your business
Identify peak times during a day or week, dwell time in specific zones, and
wait time spent in queues. Vemcount provides you with the possibility to
make fact-based decisions within sales, marketing, and staff management.

What is Vemcount Analytics?
Vemcount is an all-in-one data analytics
solution for footfall counting that o ers the
full customer-tracking experience.
Vemcount involves combining advanced
sensor technology and data analytics
software that does far more than merely
counting people. It is used to drive
business optimization and customer
experience strategies in retail stores,
shopping malls, airports, nightclubs,
educational centers, hospitals, public
libraries, museums, and many other
places with high footfall tra c.

A Vemcount solution captures detailed
and accurate data about customer ow,
queue times, tra c patterns, dwell zones,
conversion rates, outside tra c, captive
rate, marketing and sales performance,
customers’ gender and height, and even
social distancing and mask-wearing
measurements.
You can see all of these details in realtime on the Vemcount dashboard and
create custom reports with combined
data to glean actionable insights that help
you optimize your business processes.
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Vemcount: deep insights
on data that matters
• The total and current number of visitors in the store at any time to monitor company
performance;

• Zone-speci c information on sales, customer occupancy, tra c out, average dwell

time, conversion rates to optimize marketing and sales initiatives and boost revenues;

• Waiting time and queue lengths, including real-time data on current and average

waiting times, conversion rates, customers served, customer interaction times, and
queue abandonment to enhance the customer experience;

• Peak hours, days, weeks, or months to allocate sta and resources more e ciently
and save money;

• Outside tra c, giving you a clear overview of how many customers are drawn into your
store and how window displays are converting into sales;

• Customer behavior, dwell zones, and tra c patterns to optimize store layout;
• Social distancing and mask-wearing to comply with government regulations;
• Gender distribution and height ltration for better targeted marketing campaigns that
match customer pro les;

• Fitting room conversion rate to track how many customers make a purchase after
trying the products;

• Captive rate – Count the passersby and identify the captive rate to nd out how
window displays are converting into sales.

Vemcount analyses cover essential information,
such as the number of visitors with tracking
maps to identify the traf c ow, and
the customers' pro le and behavior.
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Vemcount makes it easier for you to create
effective marketing and operational decisions
and understand the related impact.

vemcoun

How Vemcount Optimizes
your Retail Business
To truly understand customer behavior, you need to be able to answer the
following questions about your customers:

✓ To which demographic group do they
belong?

✓ How do they like to navigate your
store?

✓ What kind of products appeal to
them?

✓ How long are they willing to wait for
service?

✓ What kind of marketing messages
resonate with them?

✓ How many visitors are converted to a
costumer?

Luckily, Vemcount Retail Analytics can
answer all of these questions and provide
you with insights into meeting your
customers’ demands.

In the following lines, there is a list of
tactics for analyzing customer behavior
and improving customer experience in
your store.
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Demographic Analysis
Demographic analysis as part of a retail
analytics solution tells you the
predominant age and gender of your
customers. It can even recognize
customers’ facial features for insight
into how happy, angry or sad they
might be. It enables retail store
managers to segment their customers
and create customer pro les for more
e ective targeted marketing initiatives.

Consider that your customer base
consists primarily of young adult
females with children. With this insight,
you have a better idea of the products
and services they would want and
need. You can then measure the
e ectiveness of targeted marketing
campaigns to see if your customer
segmentation is correct and how you
can optimize future campaigns.

Integrate Vemcount with data from your existing systems and
discover correlations and add depth to your analysis.
Integrate Vemcount with your ERP, BI, POS, workforce, and other
systems for an all-encompassing solution.

73%

91%

People Counting x Sales Analytics
People counter sensors register an
accurate count of the number of
customers entering your store, per
minute, hour, day, week, month, or
even year.
You can also measure the sales
conversion ratio by integrating your
POS (Point of Sales) system to see how
many customers made purchases
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compared to the total number of visitors
in a period.
Vemcount analytics can predict when
your customers are most likely to visit
your store and prepare in advance with
additional sta members on the oor, a
fully stocked inventory, targeted
marketing campaigns, and extra
checkout counters.

Queue Management
One universal trait among customers is
that they hate standing in line or waiting
for service. A queue management
system monitors and detects people
standing in queues and measures the
amount of time they standstill or when
they abandon the store.

Retail managers can set up real-time
alerts to be sent to sta members on
the oor when queues grow or when
queue time reaches a predetermined
limit so they can open additional
checkout counters to reduce queue
times.

Heatmap Analysis
Heatmap analysis shows how your customers navigate
your store, where they stop to browse, which products
they engage with, and which entrances and exits they
prefer.
This data gives retail managers insight into optimizing
store layout and product placement for ultimate
accessibility and customer satisfaction.

Data analytics
Sensor technology is only responsible
for collecting customer data. When
tracking behavior, you must learn what
to do with the data. Data analytics
software’s job is to present you how to
view all the acquired information in
context. It takes data and turns it into
insights to help retail store owners
make better and more informed

decisions. For example, customer
count data alone are just numbers.
Vemcount Analytics platform visualizes
that data in context, showing when your
peak hours are, the recommended sta
to customer ratio, how many sales
conversions occur during those hours,
and just about any other customizable
KPI you can imagine.
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About Vemco Group
Vemco Group is an innovative software
company founded in 2005, with
headquarters in Fredericia, Denmark. We
are represented globally with o ces in
UAE, Brazil, Russia and Switzerland.
We also count on more than 185 licensed
resellers worldwide, responsible for our
presence in more than 85 countries.
Our international network provides us with
the global experience and local expertise
necessary to help our customers establish
and maintain accurate and reliable people
counting and retail analytics solutions.

We are experts in footfall and retail
analytics and have provided our clients with
insights into customer behavior since our
analytics solution, Vemcount, was created.
In close dialogue with our partners and
customers, we continuously evolve
Vemcount to meet every expectation and
need. We always strive to be relevant to
our clients and their business.
Vemcount is con gurable, deviceindependent, and available as a hosted or
private cloud-based solution to work
seamlessly with existing ERP and BI
systems.

https://vemco.group/
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